Sri. Kumaraswamy Pointsman
Sri. E. George LP/KZJ
Sri. Rajesh Kumar ALP/KZJ
Sri. Ch. Peraiah CLI
Sri. Dilip Kumar GD/KZJ
Sri. Subhash Chandra Jharia Dy.SS/SRUR
Sri. Sk. Shameem Gateman
Sri. Ajay Kumar Dy.SS/KQT
Sri. Arjun Ram Pointsman
Sri. Prasad SM/MLMG
Sri. Mahender Dy.SS/WP
Sri. P. Rambabu Gateman
Sri. Chandrasekhar Dy.SS/TDD
Sri. Ch. Bala Subramanyam SS/SLO
Sri. D. Siva Prasad Trackman/KYM
Sri. J. Yaswantha Raju Guard/CYM/BZA
Sri. Sambasiva Rao
Gateman/Engineering/SPF
Sri. Babulal Meena Helper/Chg/BZA
Sri. K. Ananda Rao LP/Pass/BZA
Sri. K. Satyanarayana Sr.ALP/BZA
Sri. G. Ram Kishore LP/Goods/BZA
Sri. R. Thirumalleswara Rao Sr. ALP/BZA
Sri. T. Sudhakara Rao
Sr.ALP/BZA working as Shunter
Sri. Md. Habeeb Khan Keyman
Sri. Ch. Beeraiah Keyman MBNR
Sri. Satish Nayak LP/AWB
Sri. Veeramani ALP/AWB
Sri. Amit Kumar Guard/AWB
Sri. Brij Bihari Jha LP/AWB
Sri. Ravi Kumar ALP/AWB

Sri. Morsu Sattaiah LP/PAU
Sri. ShivkumarALP/PAU
Sri. Mahendra Kumar PakaleLP/PAU
Sri.Premshankar KumarALP/PAU
Sri. Milind JayantaAPM/AWB
Sri. B. JagdeeshLP/NRE
Sri. Pankaj Kumar MehtoDy.SS/North/GTL
Sri. K.VenkateswarluDy.SS/BEY
Sri. Laxmi TeejaPointsman/BEY
Sri. GovinduLP/DHNE
Sri. Anuj KumarALP/DHNE
Sri. B. N. SinghGuard
Sri. P. SudhakarLP/RU
Sri. Kharthik DibarALP/RU
Sri. K. VeereshLP/GTL
Sri. Salman Raj Guard HPT of SWR
Sri. Ganesh KumarGateman of LC Gate
No. 25/E
Sri. J. MasthanaiahLP/RU
Sri. Ritish KumarALP/RU
Sri. D. Suresh Gateman of Engineering LC
Gate No. 176/E
Sri. M. Reddaiah LP/NRE
Sri. J. P. K. Sharma ALP/NRE
Sri. K. Anjaneyaiah Keyman under
JE/P.Way/AD
Sri. D. Chandramouli Gateman of LC Gate
No.4
Sri. M. Hari Dy.SS/VDD
Sri. L. V. Narayana Pointsman/KMH
Sri. T. Bhaskaran Gateman of LC Gate No.
42/E
Sri. I. Isaiah Technician/C&W/RU

CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER, HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION

South Central Railway
Headquarters Safety Organisation

BI-MONTHLY
SAFETY BULLETIN
Nov & Dec 2014

DETAILS OF UNUSUALS AND ACCIDENTS THAT TOOK PLACE
DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 2014
1. Brief of the accident: On 03.11.2014 electrical multi loco Nos. 31427
(live) + 31238 (dead) was further coupled with another live electric loco
No. 31345 on Road No. L-1 of SNF station of SC Division and planned to
move all the three locos towards HYB station. Multi loco was manned by
one Shunter and another loco which was attached to the multi was manned
by another Shunter. Even before the departure signals are taken ‘off’,
locos were moved which passed Starter Signal at ‘on’ and derailed in the
trap point.
Cause: Disregard of the signals by the Shunter/s. Secondly, leading loco was
unmanned whereas 2nd & 3rd locos are manned, i.e., loco changing was
not done by the Shunter.
Staff held responsible: Both the Shunters.
Matters brought to light:
• First Shunter though that the powering is givenby the second Shunter
and the second Shunter thought that first Shunter is driving.
• Subsequent to the derailment, both the Shunters tried to pull back the
derailed locos and dragged it approximately for 15 – 20 m causing track
damages.
• First Shunter failed to be alert having known that BP hose pipe between
rearmost loco and middle loco is not coupled.
• Second Shunter resorted to unsafe short-cut practice of not allowing
coupling of BP hose pipes by Pointsman. He also resorted to unsafe
practice of unmanning the live loco leaving the energised loco duly
releasing SA-9.
2. Brief of the accident: On 06.11.2014, at about 17.26 hours, LP of
57561 (SC – RAL) Passenger while entering onto mainline of BDPL station
of GNT Division, passed Mainline Starter at ‘on’ and stopped after passing
45m.
Cause: Late reaction by the LP & ALP in application of brakes leading to
SPAD.
Staff held responsible: LP, ALP & nominated LI of SC Division who were
working the train are held under ‘primary’. Guard of the train and CCC
under ‘blameworthy’.
Matters brought to light:
• LP & ALP are not aware of the location of the mainline Starter Signal
which was on right hand side.
• LP & ALP have not undergone LR during night.
• CCC/SC failed to ensure that the crew shall do sign ‘on ‘ / ‘off’ in CMS.
• It is the first independent trip of the LP and the nominated LI failed to
monitor the LP upto the destination; instead he got down at Thipparthy
station ahead of the destination.

LOCO RUNNING STAFF – Do blow intermittent long whistles from W/L board which are provided 600m before level crossing;
and continuous long whistle from R W/L boards which are provided at 250m before Level Crossing on single line sections.

Man of the month Awardees (October & November 2014)

3. Brief of the accident: On 09.11.2014 at about 05.22 hours, rear
collision of Goods train took place at COA Siding of BZA Division resulting
in the derailment of BV of first Goods train. SM/COA Goods Terminal
started one Goods train on multiple pilot method as per SWR of COA into
the CFL/NFCL/KSPL Siding. When the first train was waiting at the first
diverging Point No. 120 for setting and locking of the same by the
Pointsman, SM/COA of Goods Terminal without ensuring clearance of the
first train beyond the Point No.120 started another Goods train on ‘pilot
out’ memo. LP of second Goods train entered into the section and collided
in rear of the BV of first Goods train which was on a curve.
Cause: Violation of SWR provisions by SM/COA Goods Terminal.
Staff held responsible: SM/COA Goods Terminal.
4. Brief of the accident: On 17.11.2014, there was a case of ‘averted
collision’ between light engine and Goods train at COA station of BZA
Division. Details of the incident are, Dy.SS/Goods Terminal received a
loaded Goods train from Siding and the formation was backed onto Road
No.1 which is a dead end towards siding direction. While backing the rake,
the loco was stopped beyond the Starter Signal so that the rear end of the
formation will not be infringing the road path. Subsequently, Dy.SS/Goods
Terminal obtained permission from Dy.SS/Coaching Terminal to dispatch
light engine and prepared paper authority T.369 (3b) to pass Starter
Signal at ‘on’. At the same time, Dy.SS/Goods Terminal granted
permission to Dy.SS/Coaching Terminal to start one Goods train.
Accordingly, common slot was released by Dy.SS/Goods Terminal to
Dy.SS/Coaching Terminal to start the Goods train by taking ‘off’ Starter
Signal. There are two alternate lines to deal traffic between these two
terminals which can be used as twin single line. But, accidentally, both Dy.
SMs despatched the trains on the same line. LP of light engine trailed
through Point No. 26 (cross over connecting these two lines) and entered
onto the same line on which Goods train from opposite direction was
signalled for departure from Coaching Terminal. However, the Starter
Signal flown back since the light engine entered from the opposite
direction. LP of Goods train noticed the head light of the light engine and
shouted on walkie-talkie set and as a result of that the light engine LP
stopped which finally resulted in Averted Collision.
Staff held responsible: Dy.SS/Goods Terminal.
Matters brought to light:
• Station records were checked and found that the station authorities have
tarnished the records such as T.369 (3b) book not available, trailed
through point was attended by S&T and Engineering without issuing S&T
Disconnection Notice (T.351).
• No entry was made in the Accident Register, Signal Failure Register.
• Failure memo was not issued.
• However, datalogger evidence could not be manipulated.

8. Brief of the accident: On 10th December 2014 at about 08.49 hours,
AC coupled light engines were signalled for reception onto UP loop line of
UPD station of BZA Division. LP of the light engine passed Starter Signal
No. S-27 at ‘on’ and entered into sand hump resulting in SPAD.

Cause: An old crack on the right hinge of the flap door of a wagon (5th
before BV) caused hanging door which came in contact with platform
coping and came below the wheels of BV resulting in derailment of the BV.

Cause: Late application of brakes by the crew of light engine.

Staff held responsible: JE/C&W/BZA who was in-charge at the time of
rake examination (CC rake) on 30.10.2014 as ‘primary’ and LP, ALP &
Guard of UBL Division under SW Railway under ‘blameworthy’.

9.Brief of the accident: On 22nd December 2014 while performing

Suggestions & Recommendations:
• TXR assistance if required to be sought for repairing the closure of the
doors rather than simply tying them with GI wire.
• Proper focussing lights to be provided to the station staff for use while
exchanging ‘all-right’ signals.
• 8 LC Gates that are located between YLM – AKP stations were situated on
left hand side. It is suggested that one gate lodge should be on left hand
side and another on right hand side so that there is every possibility of
identifying hanging parts in the formation, in other words gate lodges
should be constructed in zigzag manner.
6. Brief of the accident: On 19.11.2014, light engine was signalled for
reception onto UP loop (Common loop) at SKZR station of SC Division
since the light engine is planned for giving precedence to coaching
trains. LP of the light engine was supposed to stop at the Starter Signal at
‘on’, instead he passed it at ‘on’ and entered into sand hump.
Subsequently, the loco was pulled using diesel loco.
Cause: LP failed to act in time to stop the train before the Starter Signal
which was at ‘on’.
Staff held responsible: LP & ALP of light engine.
7. Brief of the accident: On 10.12.2014, BCN empty Goods arrived onto
2nd loop of JCL station of HYB Division at 23.50 hours. While reversing
the BV onto 1st loop, BV derailed.
Cause: Without ensuring proper uncoupling of CBC, forward movement to
engine was given resulting in derailment of BV which climbed over the
iron skid.
Staff held responsible: Guard of the train who was supervising the shunt
movements along with Pointsman was made as ‘primary’. LP under the
‘secondary’ and TI of the section + nominated LI under ‘blameworthy’.

shunting of empty rake, loco derailed on non-interlocked Point No.
101 (KL point).
Cause: Derailment took place since the point was not clamped properly
which led to loco taking two routes.
Staff held responsible: Pointsmen involved in shunting.
Matters brought to light: Dy.SS/Outdoor who is responsible to
supervise the shunting operations was not available for duty on the
day of incident.
10. Brief of the accident: On 25.12.2014. crossing of light engine
with Train No. 57554 (ADB-PRLI) was planned at BMBK station of
NED Division. The station is having three running lines (one main
line and two loop lines) with simultaneous reception facility. 2nd
loop was blocked with stabled load and the light engine is
programmed to clear that load. SM/BMBK taken ‘off’ reception
signals for light engine on to main line and after its arrival he
wanted to shunt the loco onto stabled stock. Till such time the
Passenger train should be on Home Signal. But, the LP of Passenger
train who was supposed to stop at the Home Signal passed it in ‘on’
condition and caused SPAD.
Cause: Failure of LP & ALP in not stopping at the Home Signal.

Lps & LP/Shunters – After cranking the dead loco, check the brake power of the loco
before taking movement.

Matters brought to light:
• Practice of tightening with GI wires while closing of doors of BOXN
wagons is continuing at large.
• While exchanging ‘all-right’ signals by the station staff at some stations,
sufficient lighting is not available to examine for unusual on the
formation during night.

Staff held responsible: LP & ALP of light engine as ‘primary’.

Shortfalls noticed:
•Guard and SM have failed to measure the distance after passing the DN
Home Signal.
•SM/BMBK did not properly plan, i.e., he should have received the light
engine directly onto stabled stock through Calling-on Signal and the
passenger train onto another loop simultaneously.
•SCOR also failed to guide the SM who was fresh to Railway System.
Enquiry report awaited.

Flash News Letter No.6

1. Engineering, S&T and Electrical Department Officials shall ensure that
steel tape, steel levelling staff, steel scale, etc., are not used for
measuring purposes in OHE & track circuited area which may
endanger the lives of employees + failure of S&T equipment.
2. Loco Running Staff – ensure to remove plastic cap on the palm end
of the air hose while replacing the same after cattle run over or
damages to air hose. If not removed, it may lead to an accident
like SPAD.

LP / ALPs – Do observe the permanent and temporary speed restrictions scrupulously.
Guard of trains also to ensure this.

5. Brief of the accident: On 19.11.2014, at 20.48 hours, when BOXN
Empty Goods was passing AKP station of BZA Division, opposite to station
building before Starter Signal on DN Mainline, BVZC (BV) of the Goods
derailed.

Irregularities noticed

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of staff of Operating

Department:
•SWR / SLO of BZA Division: Though sliding boom arrangement was
provided for Traffic LC Gate No. 426 in September 2013, related
instructions are not incorporated in the SWR till date of inspection
(11.11.2014) which is essential.
•In-motion weigh bridge at SLO of BZA Division: Provision of inmotion weigh bridge is not incorporated in the SWR. Speed limit
board is not provided and no temporary instructions are issued
which is essential.
•SWR / SLO of BZA Division: Relay Room: There are 4 Relay Rooms at
this station. One for “A” Cabin, one for “B” Cabin, one for
“Byepass” Cabin and one for Dy.SS/PF Panel. But, the provision of
Relay Room and related working instructions are not incorporated
in the SWR (neither in Para 4.2 nor in Appendix ‘B’) for Dy.SS/PF
Panel though the same was installed 3 – 4 years back which is
again a lapse on the part of the Division.
•On 31.10.2014, Dy.SS/PQL gave through signals instead of stopping
and examining the train though he got information about hot axle
in the formation from LC Gate No. 54.
•During the mock drill conducted at GNT station of GNT Division on 4th
November 2014, Dy.SS/Outdoor failed to supervise the shunt
movement of ART, hand operated point was wrongly set to occupied
line resulting in late start of ART/GNT.
•On 9th November 2014, Guard Sri. D. Nageswara Rao who was working
Train No. 17429 Rayalaseema Express was found overdue for PME.
•During Safety Audit Inspection of COA station of BZA Division on 28th
November 2014, KSLK Goods was found with invalid BPC (already
covered 7680 Kms).

• On 4th December 2014, during Engineering block between RU – MRM
stations of GTL Division from 12.30 to 13.30 hours, BRM Machine wing
hit the OHE mast and caused mast bending. Similar such incident took
place between YSPM – ZN stations of SC Division on 25th October 2014
when FRM machine hit the OHE mast.
3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department:
• During rear-window inspection by Train No. 18464 Prashanthi Express on
11th November 2014 between BZA – SLO stations, S&T Officials were
found using steel tape in OHE territory at TDD station.
• On 10th December 2014 during footplate inspection by Train No. 18645
East Coast Express, it was noticed at DWP station in UP direction that UP
Distant Signal was displaying ‘attention’ and Home Signal ‘caution’
without routing. As the train came close to the Home Signal, the routing
got lit on the Home Signal and LP applied emergency brakes and stopped
the train. Similar such incidences were reported in the past in GTL, SC and
GNT Divisions.
4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical
Department:
• Sri. Abdul Razak, shunter/TPTY of GTL Division was tested ‘positive’
during surprise BA test conducted on 11th November 2014.
• On 19th December 2014, Train No. 12760 Charminar Express arrived
BZA at 01.05 hours and during NCT (Non-Contact Thermometer) check,
it was found that 4th coach (FACCW) from rear, developed temperature
variation which was allowed further since the variation was within the
permissible limits. Subsequently, at OGL, axle temperature further
raised by 20o C. Fresh grease was replenished in the axle box and train
was allowed with escort staff upto CEN. Defective axle box cover /
bearing component should not be replaced in open line as opening the
ale box in open is prohibited. The specific coach undergone last POH on
27.5.2014 at LGDS.
5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical
Department:
• On 30th December 2014, at 12.03 hours, on UP line of GWM station of
BZA Division, OHE power block for IOH of cantilevers assembly on ladder
trolley was planned after passage of TNPM Goods. Sri. K. Srinivasa Rao,
Technician/Grade II/OHE/BZA made an attempt to start the work

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering

without ensuring the “permit to work” and provision of discharge rods

Department:
•On 3rd December 2014, one Trolleyman (Sri. K. Koneru) used metallic
levelling staff and sustained heavy electric shock (40% burns).

resulting in the death of the employee.

SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION
BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN –November & December 2014
DETAILS OF UNUSUALS AND ACCIDENTS THAT TOOK PLACE
DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 2014
1. Brief of the accident: On 03.11.2014 electrical multi loco Nos. 31427 (live) + 31238
(dead) was further coupled with another live electric loco No. 31345 on Road No. L1 of SNF station of SC Division and planned to move all the three locos towards
HYB station. Multi loco was manned by one Shunter and another loco which was
attached to the multi was manned by another Shunter. Even before the departure
signals are taken ‘off’, locos were moved which passed Starter Signal at ‘on’ and
derailed in the trap point.
Cause: Disregard of the signals by the Shunter/s. Secondly, leading loco was
unmanned whereas 2nd & 3rd locos are manned, i.e., loco changing was not done by
the Shunter.
Staff held responsible: Both the Shunters.
Matters brought to light:
First Shunter though that the powering is givenby the second Shunter and
the second Shunter thought that first Shunter is driving.
Subsequent to the derailment, both the Shunters tried to pull back the
derailed locos and dragged it approximately for 15 – 20 m causing track
damages.
First Shunter failed to be alert having known that BP hose pipe between
rearmost loco and middle loco is not coupled.
Second Shunter resorted to unsafe short-cut practice of not allowing
coupling of BP hose pipes by Pointsman. He also resorted to unsafe practice
of unmanning the live loco leaving the energised loco duly releasing SA-9.
2. Brief of the accident: On 06.11.2014, at about 17.26 hours, LP of 57561 (SC – RAL)
Passenger while entering onto mainline of BDPL station of GNT Division, passed
Mainline Starter at ‘on’ and stopped after passing 45m.
Cause: Late reaction by the LP & ALP in application of brakes leading to SPAD.
Staff held responsible: LP, ALP & nominated LI of SC Division who were working
the train are held under ‘primary’. Guard of the train and CCC under
‘blameworthy’.
Matters brought to light:
LP & ALP are not aware of the location of the mainline Starter Signal which
was on right hand side.
LP & ALP have not undergone LR during night.
CCC/SC failed to ensure that the crew shall do sign ‘on ‘ / ‘off’ in CMS.
It is the first independent trip of the LP and the nominated LI failed to
monitor the LP upto the destination; instead he got down at Thipparthy
station ahead of the destination.
3. Brief of the accident: On 09.11.2014 at about 05.22 hours, rear collision of Goods
train took place at COA Siding of BZA Division resulting in the derailment of BV of
first Goods train. SM/COA Goods Terminal started one Goods train on multiple
pilot method as per SWR of COA into the CFL/NFCL/KSPL Siding. When the first
train was waiting at the first diverging Point No. 120 for setting and locking of the
same by the Pointsman, SM/COA of Goods Terminal without ensuring clearance of
the first train beyond the Point No.120 started another Goods train on ‘pilot out’

memo. LP of second Goods train entered into the section and collided in rear of the
BV of first Goods train which was on a curve.
Cause: Violation of SWR provisions by SM/COA Goods Terminal.
Staff held responsible: SM/COA Goods Terminal.
4. Brief of the accident: On 17.11.2014, there was a case of ‘averted collision’ between
light engine and Goods train at COA station of BZA Division. Details of the incident
are, Dy.SS/Goods Terminal received a loaded Goods train from Siding and the
formation was backed onto Road No.1 which is a dead end towards siding direction.
While backing the rake, the loco was stopped beyond the Starter Signal so that the
rear end of the formation will not be infringing the road path. Subsequently,
Dy.SS/Goods Terminal obtained permission from Dy.SS/Coaching Terminal to
dispatch light engine and prepared paper authority T.369 (3b) to pass Starter
Signal at ‘on’. At the same time, Dy.SS/Goods Terminal granted permission to
Dy.SS/Coaching Terminal to start one Goods train. Accordingly, common slot was
released by Dy.SS/Goods Terminal to Dy.SS/Coaching Terminal to start the Goods
train by taking ‘off’ Starter Signal. There are two alternate lines to deal traffic
between these two terminals which can be used as twin single line. But, accidentally,
both Dy. SMs despatched the trains on the same line. LP of light engine trailed
through Point No. 26 (cross over connecting these two lines) and entered onto the
same line on which Goods train from opposite direction was signalled for departure
from Coaching Terminal. However, the Starter Signal flown back since the light
engine entered from the opposite direction. LP of Goods train noticed the head light
of the light engine and shouted on walkie-talkie set and as a result of that the light
engine LP stopped which finally resulted in Averted Collision.
Staff held responsible: Dy.SS/Goods Terminal.
Matters brought to light:
Station records were checked and found that the station authorities have
tarnished the records such as T.369 (3b) book not available, trailed through
point was attended by S&T and Engineering without issuing S&T
Disconnection Notice (T.351).
No entry was made in the Accident Register, Signal Failure Register.
Failure memo was not issued.
However, datalogger evidence could not be manipulated.
5. Brief of the accident: On 19.11.2014, at 20.48 hours, when BOXN Empty Goods was
passing AKP station of BZA Division, opposite to station building before Starter
Signal on DN Mainline, BVZC (BV) of the Goods derailed.
Cause: An old crack on the right hinge of the flap door of a wagon (5th before BV)
caused hanging door which came in contact with platform coping and came below
the wheels of BV resulting in derailment of the BV.
Staff held responsible: JE/C&W/BZA who was in-charge at the time of rake
examination (CC rake) on 30.10.2014 as ‘primary’ and LP, ALP & Guard of UBL
Division under SW Railway under ‘blameworthy’.
Matters brought to light:
Practice of tightening with GI wires while closing of doors of BOXN wagons
is continuing at large.
While exchanging ‘all-right’ signals by the station staff at some stations,
sufficient lighting is not available to examine for unusual on the formation
during night.
Suggestions & Recommendations:
TXR assistance if required to be sought for repairing the closure of the doors
rather than simply tying them with GI wire.

Proper focussing lights to be provided to the station staff for use while
exchanging ‘all-right’ signals.
8 LC Gates that are located between YLM – AKP stations were situated on
left hand side. It is suggested that one gate lodge should be on left hand side
and another on right hand side so that there is every possibility of identifying
hanging parts in the formation, in other words gate lodges should be
constructed in zigzag manner.
6. Brief of the accident: On 19.11.2014, light engine was signalled for reception onto
UP loop (Common loop) at SKZR station of SC Division since the light engine is
planned for giving precedence to coaching trains. LP of the light engine was
supposed to stop at the Starter Signal at ‘on’, instead he passed it at ‘on’ and
entered into sand hump. Subsequently, the loco was pulled using diesel loco.
Cause: LP failed to act in time to stop the train before the Starter Signal which was
at ‘on’.
Staff held responsible: LP & ALP of light engine.
7. Brief of the accident: On 10.12.2014, BCN empty Goods arrived onto 2nd loop of
JCL station of HYB Division at 23.50 hours. While reversing the BV onto 1st loop,
BV derailed.
Cause: Without ensuring proper uncoupling of CBC, forward movement to engine
was given resulting in derailment of BV which climbed over the iron skid.
Staff held responsible: Guard of the train who was supervising the shunt
movements along with Pointsman was made as ‘primary’. LP under the ‘secondary’
and TI of the section + nominated LI under ‘blameworthy’.
8. Brief of the accident: On 10th December 2014 at about 08.49 hours, AC coupled
light engines were signalled for reception onto UP loop line of UPD station of BZA
Division. LP of the light engine passed Starter Signal No. S-27 at ‘on’ and entered
into sand hump resulting in SPAD.
Cause: Late application of brakes by the crew of light engine.
Staff held responsible: LP & ALP of light engine as ‘primary’.
9. Brief of the accident: On 22nd December 2014 while performing shunting of empty
rake, loco derailed on non-interlocked Point No. 101 (KL point).
Cause: Derailment took place since the point was not clamped properly which led to
loco taking two routes.
Staff held responsible: Pointsmen involved in shunting.
Matters brought to light: Dy.SS/Outdoor who is responsible to supervise the
shunting operations was not available for duty on the day of incident.
10. Brief of the accident: On 25.12.2014. crossing of light engine with Train No.
57554 (ADB-PRLI) was planned at BMBK station of NED Division. The station is
having three running lines (one main line and two loop lines) with simultaneous
reception facility. 2nd loop was blocked with stabled load and the light engine is
programmed to clear that load. SM/BMBK taken ‘off’ reception signals for light
engine on to main line and after its arrival he wanted to shunt the loco onto stabled
stock. Till such time the Passenger train should be on Home Signal. But, the LP of
Passenger train who was supposed to stop at the Home Signal passed it in ‘on’
condition and caused SPAD.
Cause: Failure of LP & ALP in not stopping at the Home Signal.
Shortfalls noticed:
Guard and SM have failed to measure the distance after passing the DN
Home Signal.

SM/BMBK did not properly plan, i.e., he should have received the light
engine directly onto stabled stock through Calling-on Signal and the
passenger train onto another loop simultaneously.
SCOR also failed to guide the SM who was fresh to Railway System.
Enquiry report awaited.

Flash News Letter No.6
1.

1. Engineering, S&T and Electrical Department Officials shall ensure
that steel tape, steel levelling staff, steel scale, etc., are not used for
measuring purposes in OHE & track circuited area which may
endanger the lives of employees + failure of S&T equipment.
2. Loco Running Staff – ensure to remove plastic cap on the palm end of
the air hose while replacing the same after cattle run over or damages
to air hose. If not removed, it may lead to an accident like SPAD.

Irregularities noticed
1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of staff of Operating Department:
SWR / SLO of BZA Division: Though sliding boom arrangement was provided for
Traffic LC Gate No. 426 in September 2013, related instructions are not
incorporated in the SWR till date of inspection (11.11.2014) which is essential.
In-motion weigh bridge at SLO of BZA Division: Provision of in-motion weigh
bridge is not incorporated in the SWR. Speed limit board is not provided and no
temporary instructions are issued which is essential.
SWR / SLO of BZA Division: Relay Room: There are 4 Relay Rooms at this
station. One for “A” Cabin, one for “B” Cabin, one for “Byepass” Cabin and one for
Dy.SS/PF Panel. But, the provision of Relay Room and related working
instructions are not incorporated in the SWR (neither in Para 4.2 nor in
Appendix ‘B’) for Dy.SS/PF Panel though the same was installed 3 – 4 years back
which is again a lapse on the part of the Division.
On 31.10.2014, Dy.SS/PQL gave through signals instead of stopping and
examining the train though he got information about hot axle in the formation
from LC Gate No. 54.
During the mock drill conducted at GNT station of GNT Division on 4 th
November 2014, Dy.SS/Outdoor failed to supervise the shunt movement of ART,
hand operated point was wrongly set to occupied line resulting in late start of
ART/GNT.
On 9th November 2014, Guard Sri. D. Nageswara Rao who was working Train
No. 17429 Rayalaseema Express was found overdue for PME.
During Safety Audit Inspection of COA station of BZA Division on 28th
November 2014, KSLK Goods was found with invalid BPC (already covered
7680 KMs).
2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department:
On 3rd December 2014, one Trolleyman (Sri. K. Koneru) used metallic levelling
staff and sustained heavy electric shock (40% burns).
On 4th December 2014, during Engineering block between RU – MRM stations of
GTL Division from 12.30 to 13.30 hours, BRM Machine wing hit the OHE mast
and caused mast bending. Similar such incident took place between YSPM – ZN
stations of SC Division on 25th October 2014 when FRM machine hit the OHE
mast.
3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department:
During rear-window inspection by Train No. 18464 Prashanthi Express on 11th
November 2014 between BZA – SLO stations, S&T Officials were found using
steel tape in OHE territory at TDD station.
On 10th December 2014 during footplate inspection by Train No. 18645 East
Coast Express, it was noticed at DWP station in UP direction that UP Distant
Signal was displaying ‘attention’ and Home Signal ‘caution’ without routing. As
the train came close to the Home Signal, the routing got lit on the Home Signal
and LP applied emergency brakes and stopped the train. Similar such incidences
were reported in the past in GTL, SC and GNT Divisions.
4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department:
Sri. Abdul Razak, shunter/TPTY of GTL Division was tested ‘positive’ during
surprise BA test conducted on 11th November 2014.
On 19th December 2014, Train No. 12760 Charminar Express arrived BZA at
01.05 hours and during NCT (Non-Contact Thermometer) check, it was found

that 4th coach (FACCW) from rear, developed temperature variation which was
allowed further since the variation was within the permissible limits.
Subsequently, at OGL, axle temperature further raised by 20 o C. Fresh grease
was replenished in the axle box and train was allowed with escort staff upto
CEN. Defective axle box cover / bearing component should not be replaced in
open line as opening the ale box in open is prohibited. The specific coach
undergone last POH on 27.5.2014 at LGDS.
5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department:
On 30th December 2014, at 12.03 hours, on UP line of GWM station of BZA
Division, OHE power block for IOH of cantilevers assembly on ladder trolley
was planned after passage of TNPM Goods. Sri. K. Srinivasa Rao,
Technician/Grade II/OHE/BZA made an attempt to start the work without
ensuring the “permit to work” and provision of discharge rods resulting in the
death of the employee.

****

Man of the month Awardees (October & November 2014)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

24

25
26

Sri. Kumaraswamy
Pointsman
Sri. E. George
LP/KZJ
Sri. Rajesh Kumar
ALP/KZJ
Sri. Ch. Peraiah
CLI
Sri. Dilip Kumar
GD/KZJ
Sri. Subhash Chandra Jharia
Dy.SS/SRUR
Sri. Sk. Shameem
Gateman
Sri. Ajay Kumar
Dy.SS/KQT
Sri. Arjun Ram
Pointsman
Sri. Prasad
SM/MLMG
Sri. Mahender
Dy.SS/WP
Sri. P. Rambabu
Gateman
Sri. Chandrasekhar
Dy.SS/TDD
Sri. Ch. Bala Subramanyam
SS/SLO
Sri. D. Siva Prasad
Trackman/KYM
Sri. J. Yaswantha Raju
Guard/CYM/BZA
Sri. Sambasiva Rao
Gateman/Engineering/SPF
Sri. Babulal Meena
Helper/Chg/BZA
Sri. K. Ananda Rao
LP/Pass/BZA
Sri. K. Satyanarayana
Sr.ALP/BZA

27

Sri. G. Ram Kishore
LP/Goods/BZA
Sri. R. Thirumalleswara Rao
Sr. ALP/BZA
Sri. T. Sudhakara Rao
Sr.ALP/BZA working as
Shunter
Sri. Md. Habeeb Khan
Keyman

47

Sri. Ch. Beeraiah
Keyman MBNR
Sri. Satish Nayak
LP/AWB

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

48
49

50

Sri. Veeramani
ALP/AWB
Sri. Amit Kumar
Guard/AWB
Sri. Brij Bihari Jha
LP/AWB
Sri. Ravi Kumar
ALP/AWB
Sri. Morsu Sattaiah
LP/PAU
Sri. Shivkumar
ALP/PAU
Sri. Mahendra Kumar Pakale
LP/PAU
Sri.Premshankar Kumar
ALP/PAU
Sri. Milind Jayanta
APM/AWB
Sri. B. Jagdeesh
LP/NRE
Sri. Pankaj Kumar Mehto
Dy.SS/North/GTL
Sri. K.Venkateswarlu
Dy.SS/BEY
Sri. Laxmi Teeja
Pointsman/BEY
Sri. Govindu
LP/DHNE
Sri. Anuj Kumar
ALP/DHNE
Sri. B. N. Singh
Guard
Sri. P. Sudhakar
LP/RU
Sri. Kharthik Dibar
ALP/RU
Sri. K. Veeresh
LP/GTL
Sri. Salman Raj
Guard
HPT of SWR
Sri. Ganesh Kumar
Gateman of LC Gate No. 25/E
Sri. J. Masthanaiah
LP/RU
Sri. Ritish Kumar
ALP/RU
Sri. D. Sursh
Gateman of Engineering LC
Gate No. 176/E
Sri. M. Reddaiah
LP/NRE
Sri. J. P. K. Sharma
ALP/NRE

53
54
55
56
57
58

Sri. K. Anjaneyaiah
Keyman under JE/P.Way/AD
Sri. D. Chandramouli
Gateman of LC Gate No.4
Sri. M. Hari
Dy.SS/VDD
Sri. L. V. Narayana
Pointsman/KMH
Sri. T. Bhaskaran
Gateman of LC Gate No. 42/E
Sri. I. Isaiah
Technician/C&W/RU

51
CHIEF
SAFETY OFFICER
HEADQUARTERS
SAFETY ORGANISATION
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